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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following file types is used to consolidate a
group of files?
A. .m3u
B. .rar
C. .avi
D. .rtf
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A network administrator need to install a border device on the
network that will help ensure FTP
commands are not being sent in traffic communicating on port
25.
Which of the following devices will allow for deep packet
inspection?
A. Protocol analyzer
B. Web proxy
C. Layer 7 firewall
D. Layer 3 switch
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
http://www.infosectoday.com/Articles/Deep_Packet_Inspection_Tec
hnologies.htm

NEW QUESTION: 3
A security engineer is making certain URLs from an internal
application available on the Internet The development team
requires the following
* The URLs are accessible only from internal IP addresses
* Certain countries are restricted
* TLS is implemented.
* System users transparently access internal application
services in a round robin to maximize performance Which of the
following should the security engineer deploy7
A. DNS to direct traffic and a WAF with only the specific
external URLs configured
B. A load balancer with IP ACL restrictions and a commercially
available PKI certificate
C. An application-aware firewall with geofencing and
certificate services using DNS for traffic direction
D. A load balancer with GeolP restrictions and
least-load-sensing traffic distribution
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following most likely would be an advantage in
using classical variables sampling rather than
probability-proportional-to-size (PPS) sampling?
A. An estimate of the standard deviation of the population's
recorded amounts is not required.
B. Any amount that is individually significant is automatically
identified and selected.
C. The auditor rarely needs the assistance of a computer
program to design an efficient sample.
D. Inclusion of zero and negative balances generally does not
require special design considerations.

Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Choice "C" is correct. Inclusion of zero and negative balances
requires special design considerations with
PPS sampling, but it does not require special design
considerations with classical variables sampling.
Choice "A" is incorrect. An estimate of the standard deviation
of the population's recorded amounts is
required for classical variables sampling, but not for PPS
sampling.
Choice "B" is incorrect. The auditor is less likely to need a
computer program to design an efficient sample
for PPS sampling than for classical variables sampling.
Choice "D" is incorrect. Any amount that is individually
significant is more likely to be identified and
selected when using PPS sampling than when using classical
variables sampling.
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